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Joint first 
Four winners in the EURO 2016 
 
The European Championship is over, Portugal has triumphed and STAHL 
CraneSystems also has every reason to celebrate! No fewer than four out of the 
169 players have come joint first in the Euro 2016 betting game.  
Scoring 106 points, the players Leon Elsman from Den Haag (“Leon”), Gerald Witteck from 
Gladbeck (“GEFFI”), Andreas Zwetzerich (“ZwetzAn”) from Künzelsau and Eike Günter 
Schmidt (“Plaert”) have come first. They are all winners of an official UEFA EURO 2016 
football. In second place, just two points behind, were Dirk Storck (“PommesBratzek”) and 
Tina Türk (“TinaT”). They are winners of a fun-to-play tabletop football game for two 
players.  
A (small) tabletop football game also goes to the players with the names Joker, who 
scored 102 points, and Hans-Günter Bruns, Rubber Duck and Makaire each scoring 100 
points. 
Incidentally, Gerald Witteck, Dirk Storck and Frank Sega (“svmarga”) guessed 11 results 
out of the 51 matches right. The winner of the last World Cup betting game, “Suarez” 
from Uruguay, unfortunately only managed place 115 this time. 
Players from a total of 22 countries took part. Besides Germany, the countries United Arab 
Emirates, France and Portugal had the highest number of players betting. 
STAHL CraneSystems would like to congratulate all the winners of the betting game on 
their outstanding performances and also take this opportunity to send their best wishes to 
the colleagues in Portugal – congratulations on winning EURO 2016! 
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Graphical material: 
 

 

The end of the European Championship 
sees the start of the run-up to the 
World Cup. So that we do even better 
next time, all STAHL CraneSystems 
football experts in first place win an 
original UEFA football. Have fun 
training!  

 

The prize for coming second is a Tipp-
Kick tabletop football game for two 
players, allowing them to relive the 
finest moments of the EURO 2016 
tournament. 

 

Players placed 7–10 each win a small 
Tipp-Kick tabletop football game with a 
shoot-out wall. Naturally in the official 
STAHL CraneSystems strip! 

 


